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Storage & Handling of Corrugated
Packaging Materials

Design Ideas

Dear Members,
With more than adequate rainfall this season we can be hopeful
that agrarian sector will do well thereby boosting demand in FMCG
and industrial sectors of our economy. I hope we can look forward
to steady growth in the year ahead. It gives me great pleasure to
extend a warm welcome to all of you.
It gives me great joy to report on the stupendous success of the
recently concluded Symposium in Goa on 23rd and 24th September
2019. The theme Green Packaging Of The Future – CORRUBOX was
very well reflected in our eco-friendly corrugated standees as well
as all the topics covered under the technical sessions. Today when
the world has realized the importance of eco friendliness and the
impact of using materials like plastics on the environment and
the resultant harsh climate change phenomenon being witnessed
all over the globe, we can be proud as one of the eco-friendliest
industries prevalent today. The response to the symposium in
general was very encouraging and on behalf of the managing
committee and symposium committee I thank each one of you for
your support to the event. The symposium committee led by our
dynamic chairman Mr Vincent Mathias rallied tireless to bring forth
this event and live upto the high expectations of this event. The
cultural programmes were also well received and we were blessed
with favourable weather in the duration of the event. I am sure each
of you who has attended the event has had wonderful memories.
I am sure most of you have registered for our industry event the
48th FCBM Conference to hosted by RCBMA in the pink city of Jaipur
at Hotel Fairmont from 20th to 22nd December. From knowledge
packed technical sessions bound to keep the members engaged
to well-planned events lined up throughout the day to keep the
accompanying families involved to lavish cultural extravaganza in

the evenings. I would not like any of our
WICMA member to miss this experience.
The registrations are fast picking up
and the hosts RCBMA have repeatedly
requested me to ensure participation
from WICMA in large numbers.
Finally, members at the WICMA AGM held
towards the end of the Symposium, my
term as President has come to an end.
I wish the new President Mr Kirtikumar
Gandhiji all the best for his term and wish
to offer him and his team of office bearers all the support from
my end. Members, I cannot repay the love and affection bestowed
on me by all members and my managing committee in particular
during my term. However, by continuing to remain actively involved
in WICMA, and its activities I hope to repay some part of my debt to
this wonderful institution which has taught me so much about our
industry and brought me in close contact with so many wonderful
individuals with diverse qualities that continue to inspire me.
WICMA has a strong foundation due to the accumulated wisdom,
unstinted hard work, self-discipline and selfless sacrifices of our
predecessors who have worked tirelessly with great foresight and
vision. At WICMA every event every programme is a grand success
and we should all take great pride in this. And believe me none of
this is possible without the excellent team work we have.
While accolades will come to the President I have always believed
that such great achievements are always the result of combined
endeavours in which every team member plays an important
part. I will always remain indebted to my team of office bearers
and our WICMA Secretariat who have supported every initiative
wholehearted and made my entire tenure as WICMA President a
joyous experience.

Editorial
Friends,
At the outset, our compliments & best wishes to the new
Wicma Team , led by President Mr. Kiti Kumar Gandhi, who
has taken over at the symposium.
The Goa symposium of Sept 2019 has been covered at
length in this issue.
Through Industry Insight, it has been our endeavour to keep
members & corrugating fraternity update on the current issues / concerns. One
such issue is with the handling & storage of corrugating materials. We all take
lot of efforts in making boxes yet due to mis-handling / improper storage by our
customers the product gets damaged, becoming less worthy & might be rejected.
In past we have printed an article on the subject, yet once again to highlight the
issue we bring here more informative feature article on the same, hope it serves
the purpose.
We have our usual topics, Believe-it-or-not, design ideas, & yes the most sought
after Formats, wherein we are carrying the important format of Test Certificate
to be issued by corrugators to the customers & the other one is Electricity Log
register, which is even recommended by Electric consultants’ to safeguard our
interest in the future.
And finally Corru-Clinic, wherein since last issue we’ve been carrying the famous
‘Ask Ralph’ questions & answers, hope that guides corrugators.

“Wishing all our readers HAPPY DIWALI”

Message from the Incoming President
Dear Readers,
Greetings from your new President.
I am indeed delighted to write to you and interact with you through the pages of our popular magazine.
I am sure all of you would have been enlightened and enjoyed reading the new ideas and industry
developments being brought to you by our able editorial team.
I will enjoy working with them to bring you more such useful information and share with you new ideas.
As you all know, WICMA is the leading and most active Association under FCBM.
The recently concluded Symposium – so well organized is one example of the innovation and team spirit
that keep our members together as a family.
I seek you cooperation and active participation in making our magazine an even more useful
knowledgeable and enjoyable publication.

Storage & Handling of Corrugated
Packaging Materials
Scope
Corrugated board packaging is shipped to the user
in knocked-down or flat form so that it requires
a minimum amount of storage area. Banding,
bundle twine, strapping, shrink/stretch film or
other methods may be used to unitize and stabilize
the load, which may be delivered on slip sheets or
pallets.

to be used. Corrugated board packaging can
be damaged by its storage environment or by
handling practices. Once damaged the packaging
may not perform its intended function.
These are recommended practices for the storage
and handling of corrugated board packaging,
including knocked-down (KD) containers, scored
and slotted sheets, and inner packaging pieces.
These guidelines, when followed, provide a
reasonable expectation that the packaging:
l

Is usable and can fulfillits intended function.

l

Will erect easily by hand or will run on
automatic forming, filling and closing
machinery for which it was designed.

l

When erected/formed and filled, the
container should stack squarely during
palletization.

Storage Practices
Recommended storage conditions are 40 to 100
degrees Fahrenheit (4 to 38 degrees Celsius)
and relative humidity of 30% to 70%.
If a unitization method is likely to adversely
affect the run-ability of the corrugated board, the
user should specify to the packaging container
manufacturer the particular method of unitizing

3.1 High Humidity
High humidity (greater than 70%) or direct
contact with water may adversely affect the
performance of the corrugated board and may:
1
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Kirtikumar Gandhi

Importers and Stockist of :
• Virgin Kraft
• Semi Chemical Fluting
• Coated & Uncoated White Top Kraft Liner
• High BF and Low GSM Kraft Paper for Paper Bags
• Exporters of :
• Test Liner & Fluting Medium

BF Range : 12 BF - 40 BF
GSM Range : 80 gsm to 500 gsm

Add.: C-56/57, Akurli Industrial Estate, Akurli Road,
Kandivali (East), Mumbai - 400 101. India.
Phone : 91-22-40712500 • Email : sales@neptunepaper.com
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Best practice
To avoid adverse effects caused by moisture
and temperature extremes and fluctuations, the
following practices are recommended:

l

l

Degrade the corrugated board to the extent
that the container may not stand up to the
rigors of automatic or semi-automatic case
erection, filling and sealing, causing container
failure and/or equipment jams.
Degrade the corrugated board to the extent
that the filled container may fail during storage
and distribution.

l

Soften or dissolve the adhesive leading, in
extreme cases, to delamination.

l

Increase the coefficient of friction of the
linerboard, causing packaging to stick in
automatic equipment or on conveyors.

l

Alter the dimensions, resulting in equipment
jams.

l

Cause warp.

Low Humidity
Extremely low humidity (less than 30%), can
reduce the moisture content of the corrugated
board and may alter the dimensions and/or
make the corrugated board and/or its corrugating
adhesive brittle.

Temperature
Low (less than 40 degrees Fahrenheit [4 Celsius])
or high (greater than 100 degrees Fahrenheit
[38 degrees Celsius]) temperature can alter the
physical characteristics and adversely affect the
run-ability of the corrugated board packaging.

Combined effects of humidity and
temperatures
Combinations of humidity and temperature
outside the recommended ranges can adversely
affect the run-ability & physical performance of the
corrugated board packaging.

l

Use flat dunnage or other material to protect
the top and bottom of the unitized corrugated
board packaging.

l

Corrugated board packaging should not be
stored directly on the floor.

l

Store corrugated board packaging inside, away
from sources of moisture.

l

Keep corrugated board packaging away from
outside doorways that remain open or that
might be opened frequently.

l

When it is not possible to store corrugated
board packaging under recommended storage
conditions, bring the corrugated board
packaging to the packing line for a period
of time to ensure that all corrugated board
packaging reach recommended conditions
before being used. In some cases this may
take 24 hours or more. If both the storage area
and the packing area are subject to extreme
conditions, it may be necessary to condition
corrugated board packaging in a third area to
assure proper operation of the packing line.

l

Follow the practice of “first in, first out,” using
the oldest inventory first.

l

Containers are best run on automated machinery
within 3 to 6 months from manufacture.

Functional life
Experience has shown that unused corrugated
containers will perform their intended containment
& stacking functions for at least 12 months
from date of manufacturer, when stored under
recommended conditions

Handling Practice
The flute structure in corrugated board provides
stacking strength and a cushion for the packaged
product. Any damage to the flute structure prior to
use either from crushing, puncture or tears reduces
the packaging’s effectiveness and its ability to run
on automated machinery.
3

Torn, bent or scuffed edges can affect the
corrugated board packaging’s proper erection or
performance on automatic packaging machinery.
To avoid physical damage to the corrugated
board packaging, the following practices are
recommended:
l

l

Corrugated board packaging should be stored
horizontal (flat), in a knocked-down form, from
the time it is received until it is used or fed into
the automatic machinery magazine.
Corrugated board packaging should be stored
on clean, flat surfaces. When pallets are
used, all deck boards should be in place and
undamaged in order to distribute the weight
evenly.

l

Leave the banding, bundle twine or other
unitizing material in place until the corrugated
board packaging is ready for use.

l

Avoid placing any uneven weight on stored
corrugated board packaging.

l

Do not walk or stand on units or bundles of
corrugated board packaging.

l

Always lift and set down corrugated board
packaging carefully when it must be moved.
Do not use the unitizing/bundling material for
lifting, carrying or otherwise transporting the
stacks of corrugated board packaging.

l

To avoid damage to edges and corners do
not drop unitized loads into place, or drop or
throw bundles or individual corrugated board
packaging pieces. Do not drag corrugated board
packaging or strike it against a hard surface.

Source: ANSI Technical Report for packaging machinery prepared by
Packaging Machinery Manufacturers Institute
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Highlights of the Milestone Event

The Zuri White Sands, in Goa,
witnessed the congregation of over
200 corrugators from across India –
for the WICMA Symposium 2019.
The Western Region’s Annual Event
for the Corrugated Packaging Industry
– once again took off to a flying start
on 23rd September 2019.
The theme of the Symposium was
‘Green Packaging of the Future Corru Box’.
Thought
provoking
Technical
Sessions, Delectable delicacies, Free
flowing spirits.., Music and Dance...
Excellent Net working and more…
made the 2 days immensely
enjoyable and memorable.
5

The Programme began with the inauguration of
Corpex 2019 Exhibition arranged at the Venue.
The 1st Technical Session was a Motivational
Talk on Interpersonal Skills-ably elaborated by
Shri Vasudev Valawalkar.
Mr. Bhaskar Reddy of Amylodex threw hight on the
Green Adhesives in the 2nd Session.
Mr. K. Arunachallam, President FCBM declared the
Symposium open and in his Inaugural Speech he spoke
on Health, Wealth and Wisdom.
The evening reverberated with music and dance –
while the participants enjoyed Cocktails & Dinner.
Three Technical Sessions were held on the next day.
Mr. Ramkumar Sunkara and Mr. Haresh Mehta
enlightened the participants on the following important
topics:
Retail Ready Packaging (RRP) and Shelf Ready
Packaging (SRP); Advantage of Sourcing Standard
Board sizes for small quantity orders and Why Short
Column Test (SCT) is better than Ring Crush Test.

6

Lifetime Achievement Award.
Mr. Dilipbhai Patel - a veteran of Industry and the most
loved corrugator was honoured with the prestigious Lifetime
Achievement Award.

7

The
Event
Sponsors,
Exhibitors
and
other
who contributed to the
success of the event were
felicitated and presented
with mementoes.
At the 52nd AGM of WICMA,
Mr. Kirtikumar Gandhi was
elected as President and a
new Team took over the
reins of WICMA.

Team WICMA 2019 – 2020

WICMA Symposium 2019 is another feather in the
cap of WICMA and the event has set a another
record.
8

Kirtikumar Gandhi
President

Anil Loya
Vice-President

Shlok Kedia
Hon. Secretary

Mayank Mehta
Hon. Treasurer

Deenu A. Shetty
Ex-Officio

Beyond The Box

Cardboard Portraits
One of the most adorable artistic use of cardboard
is constructing portraits & designs. The cardboard
image & structure emphasize the importance of
reusing & recycling materials & should provide an
inspiring example of creative thought & innovation
through repurposing materials, & the project could
make a good commercial sense too !

A sheet of cardboard is the canvas, & cutting off
the top layer to reveal the inner layer, i.e. liner.
It employs a subtractive & additive method to
develop a portrait.
9
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Industry News

Temperature, Time Testing proves
Corrugation Process destroys Bacteria
A new study shows the corrugated packaging
manufacturing process is sufficient to destroy
common food pathogens.
Food borne illness is an escalating problem, with
deadly outbreaks making news on a regular
basis. Often, the infections are traced back to
contaminated protein products or fresh produce.
Much effort is going toward identifying the sources
of contamination and preventing bacteria from
multiplying along the way to store shelves. This
important public health issue commands attention
and diligence from all parties in the food supply
chain, including food packagers and shippers, as
well as producers and retailers.
The containers used to ship food products are just
one link in the chain that should be evaluated
for cleanliness to prevent the spread of disease.
Packaging in single-use, recyclable corrugated
containers is a cleaner, safer way to go. Here’s
why. A new study shows the corrugated packaging
manufacturing process is sufficient to destroy
common food pathogens, effectively meeting
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA)
requirements for chemical sanitizers.
The laboratory study, conducted by NSF
International under the direction of Maryann
Sanders, senior regulatory specialist and
microbiologist at Haley & Aldrich, Inc. and
sponsored by the Corrugated Packaging Alliance
(CPA), evaluated both temperature and time to
determine if typical corrugated manufacturing
processes, which combine a fluted or arched layer
of paper sandwiched between two smooth layers,
were sufficient for sanitization.
The study employed a temperature and time
profile representative of manufacturing practices
where linerboard reaches temperatures of 180
to 200 degrees Fahrenheit for approximately
nine seconds. Under these conditions, linerboard
contaminated with a cocktail of various thermotolerant organisms, including both E. coli and

Salmonella spp., reached the specified temperature
for the identified time resulting in a five-log
reduction in organisms present on the liner surface,
effectively meeting the EPA’s defined requirement
for sanitization.
This research confirms what we have known for
decades. The corrugation process has sufficient
temperatures and dwell time to kill microbes.
Clean boxes have been consistently verified at box
plants and at customer locations.
This study is the latest in a line of both field and
laboratory-based research studies performed
over the past several years demonstrating the
cleanliness of single-use corrugated packaging.
A study conducted from 2010 to 2014 showed
that over 400 microbiological test results collected
from 40 paper and box facilities all met acceptable
standards for clean packaging. Another study
released in February 2015 revealed that 100% of
corrugated boxes from six different box suppliers
tested at six different customer locations in three
different U.S. regions met standards for clean
packaging.
Source: https://www.packagingstrategies.com
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Corru Clinic

Is Burst and Puncture Testing Performed
on Triple wall?
Bobs asks,
Is burst testing and puncture testing done on triplewallboards? I’m having trouble in interpreting
the minimum fiberboard requirements issued by
NMFC Item 22 and UFC Rule 41. Specifically 1100
triple-wall, does the 1100 represent minimum
burst strength of 1100 lbs. per square inch? Or does
1100 represent a puncture test value?
That’s a really good question. Itis Mullen burst
and not a Beach puncture. It is really based on the
additive Mullen values of the liners. So if you were
experimenting with low Mullen yet high SCT liner
and strong mediums, it would be better to go to an
ECT standard.
—Ralph

Pin Adhesion Test(PAT)
Sam asks,
Do you have any formal reference of what the
ideal pin adhesion test result should be. For agro
boxes (vegetables) we currently use values of 55
to 60 (pound/inch) and in industrial 40 and higher.
We have a particular customer that has experienced
some delamination failures. The PAT test value is
27 (pound/inch) which we believe to be too low.
However, we are lacking established information
to back up our opinion. Icould not agree with you
more. I prefer a minimum, not average, of 45 for
industrial application. My technical associates at

UPDATE by Miranda comments,
TAPPI T810 Section 1.2 states mullen burst is not
applicable to triple wallboard If the test is being
performed on triple wall it would not be clear what
the results would mean.

TAPPI like this 45 value while I would rather have
55 on all corrugated bonds. It is most important
to know where the failure is occurring: linerboard,
medium, or in the starch itself. Under ideal
conditions we want 100% liner failure. As you
can see in these photos a very low PAT value can
have disastrous results. There is very little liner
pull and very little glue with a poor bond. A good
reference for the PAT is the most recent version
of TAPPI document TM 821(TM 821-0M 17 at
this writing),Pin adhesion of corrugated board by
selective separation.
—Ralph

Source: https://askralph-aiccbox.org
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Design Ideas

SHIRT PACKAGING
Existing dress shirt packaging is a wasteful
combination of plastic, cardboard, tissue paper
with lots of hidden pins. More so, they are difficult
to unpack, restock in the store, & disassemble at
home.

This packaging is an upright form that makes it
easy for clerks to stock a tidy display. When the
customer decides to try on a shirt, the package
easily and neatly unfolds. If he decides against
purchasing, a simple guide inside the package
assists in refolding the shirt, leaving the package
looking just as polished as before.

Once purchased, the customer can reuse the
package to fold shirts for suitcase packing, or
refold the package and pop out the perforated
hook to create a structural shirt hanger. Extra
collar stays are perforated into the packaging.
A minimal colour palette and bold, informative
icons help navigate the style and fit options
easily.
Source: https://www.behance.net
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This pop-up “Room in a
Box” snaps together
in 30 minutes flat
the Box includes a chair, a desk, a garbage bin
and recycling bin, a bed frame, and a dresser.
All of these cardboard furniture items are 100%
recyclable and were made from 75%recycled
material.

Moving house is hard. However, it’s even worse if
you’re a student who’s forced to move constantly
semester after semester. Wish you could break
that costly and wasteful cycle? Check out Room
in a Box, an all-one-in kit that packs everything
a student needs to furnish their home—from a
bed frame to shelving—into a compact box. Made
from 100% recyclable and sturdy cardboard, Room
in a Box can be assembled and disassembled in

less than 30 minutes without the use of any tools.
The dreaded dorm move-out day is stressful for
both students and parents. The creators behind
Room in a Box know that feeling well—the
designers, who graduated in 2011, were inspired
by their own frustrations as undergraduates. Their
solution, the Room in a Box, assembles in less
than 30 minutes and contains everything a student
would need to furnish their room. Each Room in

The creators say Room in a Box can be fully
assembled by hand without the use of any tools
in just 30 minutes (the founder has it down to
10 minutes). While the units are recyclable, the
cardboard furnishings are also made to last.
The durable and colorful pieces are finished
with water-resistant coating beads and are
reusable for multiple years. When disassembled
cardboard furniture pack down to fit neatly
inside a lightweight box that comes with wheels
and a handle for easy transport. The project was
designed for students; however, it can be used
in many other areas, such as daycares or in
disaster relief efforts.

Source: https://www.re-thinkingthefuture.com
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Guaranteed Moisture Control

• No chemical added
• No line marking on imported paper
• Guaranteed increase in B/S & C/S
• No chance for fungus

• Exceptional finish & addition to aesthetics
• High coverage - low consumption
• Only solution for export boxes
• Suitable for auto laminator

assured results in any weather condition & refrigeration
only & the only
also Available

also Available

GROMOTECH
AGROCHEM PVT LTD.
E-40, MIDC, Islampur, Dist. Sangli. 415 409 (MS) India
+91 2342 - 221153 +91 9922992719
www.gromotech.in
gromotechstarch@gmail.com
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Great Opportunity to attend Packaging Events Worldwide

50 YEARS IN THE SERVICE OF
CORRUGATED PACKAGING INDUSTRY

Make Sure It’s

The Symbol of Quality
in Corrugated Machinery
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